


Mileece    Formations

I like this album because apparently it has been inspired by nineteen billion di!erent organic 
processes, which is both completely relevant and completely irrelevant at the same time.  You 
certainly can't hear it; it probably would su!er if you listened to one track and through to 
yourself, "ah, Mitosis!"  "Oh, so that's what oogenesis sounds like."  "e sonic landscape is 
actually quite simple: siney plops with a generous delay.  "e notes and the rhythms have to 
do all the heavy li#ing.  Also: a key feature of this music is how it is both simultaneously fast 
and slow.

Nobukazu Takemura   Hoshi No Koe

"ere is something very weird going on in Japan such that a song like Anemometer can coëxist 
with something like Sign.  I have always adored this album because it seems as commi$ed to 
process as it does to caprice and randomness.  Just as Stairs in Stars is almost monochromatic 
and composed of a singular gesture, Sign is made up of millions of li$le processes % like being 
in a market with a bunch of people selling speci&c vegetables.  "en, there is the strange 
General MIDI world of White Sheep and Small Light.  Let us never forget that most of our 
childhood soundtracks % Nintendo Games! % were devised by what I imagine to be a few 
clever (and with any luck, &lthy rich) Japanese men fucking around with General MIDI.  

Steve Reich    Phase Pa!erns, It's Gonna Rain, Come Out

"is is the original "commitment to process" music.  Four Organs does One "ing which is that 
this short chord becomes a long chord.  I think Reich himself describes it similarly 
somewhere; you can look it up on the internet.  "e piece begins with eleven maraca notes, 
and the maracas continue until the end, roughly a quarter of an hour later.  As with a lot of 
later Reich, the endings mysteriously seem to dissolve into a meringue of a 6/4 chord; this 
early-ass work is no exception.  Phase Pa!erns is another process piece.  If you don't know what 
Phasing is, get into it.  A brief explanation: take two people playing a pa$ern.  One of them 
slowly speeds up, so that the pa$ern reäligns a sub-beat later, creating an internal canon.  A 
third person listens to this, and picks out an interesting resultant melod'.  Continue, until 
you've worked through the cycle of the pa$ern, or until bored.  One of the most infuriating 
things about the hermeneutics of Minimalism is that a lot of people don't realize how hard it is 
to generate a pa$ern which, when subjected to a process, will yield interesting other pa$erns.  
It's composition from the inside out: you have to have the idea of the overlaying pa$erns, and 
then build a structure that supports it.  

Reich's early 'vocal' works It's Gonna Rain and Come Out are examples of this phase music where 
the listener is required to make her own sauce.  You listen to these voices going in and out of 
synch with each other, and your ear begins to invent the internal melodies.  It is my experience 
that listening to these works once a year teaches you a lot about your own internal musicality.  
When I was 18, It's Gonna Rain felt quite fast to me; I was obsessed with the li$le tunes.  Now, 
ten years later, I am more interested in the sub-text of the implied open &#hs; am I ge$ing 
older?  Can we learn as much from tape loops talking about age and mortality as we can from 
listening to Wotan yammer on for 25 minutes?  Later Reich helps you out slightly more; 
Drumming has Buxom Ladies articulating these tunes.  "ese early works are severe, tough-
love, but, as I said, commi$ed to the process.



Matmos    A Chance to Cut is a Chance to Cure

"is album, like Mileece's, has a process that you can either care to know about or not behind 
its composition.  All of the sounds (or most of the sounds, or does it ma$er?) are recordings 
of medical procedures, such as liposuction, eye surgery, bone saws, etc.  "ey are pioneers of 
this cut & paste genre % their entire catalogue is worth serious serious investigation.  I like 
this music particularly because you don't need to know about all the back-energy that went into 
making it; it works just as music.  For more modern reverberations, there is a Faroese band 
called Orka who make all their own instruments (including a crazy organ and a series of power 
tools) at h$p://www.myspace.com/orkaonline % all the videos are worth watching just for 
their combination of intense musicality and also innovative use of electronic and mechanical 
equipment.  Plus anybody who needs to learn some Faroese, they have easy-to-understand 
lyrics, albeit sometimes a li$le political.  Valgeir Sigur(sson, whom you are all obsessed with, 
writes; Matmos: A Chance to Cut is a Chance to Cure is a true concept-album that uses recordings of 
surgical procedures, liposuction, plastic surgery and medical equipment as basis for most of its sounds. It's 
essentially a Musique concrète style sample-collage, but the rhythms and song structures owe more to house 
or techno-music than they do to Pierre Schae"er's earlier experiments with tape loops. #e album is full of 
surprising and exiting sounds and engaging music.. and many humorous moments.

John Adams    Light Over Water

Ooh, I love this piece.  It's early early Adams % you can google the dates % and it's all 
cheesebag homemade synthesizers and yet it is way, way more sophisticated, I think, than his 
later e!ort in synths, Hoodoo Zephyr, which is worth checking out inasmuch as it's kind of a 
disaster.  Light over Water is a huge piece of architecture.  It also has a dual agenda % an almost 
Wagnerian sense of transition (as in, things taking a long time to turn from "ing A to "ing 
B) combined with a very Reichian use of overlapping pa$erns.  A#er a slow beginning, around 
a minute and a half in, two synthesizer lines come in, playing these &ve-and-six note pa$erns 
against each other (not polyrhythms; just di!erent lengths) and those things become like a 
)ock of birds that narrate our journey from E-)at dominant land to C-minor with Seven land 
over the next &ve minutes.  It's very elegantly handled.  "e second movement is bouncy and 
has enough harmonic motion to keep Wagnerites happy.  "e third movement is something so 
fascinating to me because it is, at the end, literally the same music as Adams uses in the third 
movement of his Harmonielehre, which is not something that he, or anybody, o#en talks about.  
9 minutes in to the end is what we're talking about.  "e commitment to process is something 
that is both technical and emotional % I get the sense that young Adams was, as many of us 
have been, Deeply Moved by Philip Glass's use of arpeggios.  "e arpeggio, simple as it may 
sound, is actually a hugely exciting device.  It electri&es harmony, and whereas Baroque 
composers had a practical, Lutheran use for electricity (just enough to see by!) and Schubert 
and Schumann have a sort of emotional use for it (just enough to be depressed by!), Glass 
and, later, Adams, use the arpeggio as a sort of Tesla, Mad-Scientist, shimmering, electro-
heart behind harmonic process.  Change one note, and it's like removing one light from a 
string of fairy lights: the whole room changes color.  Fear not the arpeggio.  

Ben Frost    "eory of Machines

Ben Frost is a good friend of mine so I feel awkward saying anything about his music, so I'm 
gonna enclose here the liner notes wri$en for his album by my girl Danny, but essentially, 



Ben's music is Electronic, Organic, Violent, and Serene.  It's interested in the fucked-up 
relationship between the machine and its driver.  Here are Danny's notes.  You can write to 
him if you hate them.

Ben Frost creates space.

First, in these seconds when "eory of Machines’ begins to emerge into sound, what it brings 
to mind isn’t any instrument, but an environment.* "e distant resonances are a li$le like the 
end of that old Alvin Lucier tape experiment, I Am Si$ing in a Room, in which the re-re-re-
recorded sounds of the composer’s stu$ering voice are gradually obliterated by the 
sympathetic vibrations of the acoustic in which he’s speaking%but here we begin with all 
resonance, all acoustics, and only eventually do we hear something that sounds like an 
instrument being played by human hands.

And when we &nally do, the focus is still never on the material itself.* From the ominous 
darkness and intensity of these opening moments, one might expect a death metal album to 
break out in an instant; but no, the tempo never picks up, no hooks or vocals arrive, and when 
the drums &nally kick in, they’re about as fragmented and corroded as they could possibly be 
and still resemble a groove.* As the music changes, it changes only in texture, color and 
intensity, so that the sense is not of something being created, altered or even developed, but of 
something already present being slowly illuminated.

Frost nods toward the dark photographs of fellow Australian Bill Henson as one of the chief 
in)uences over this record’s aesthetic, and it’s not hard to see why.* Just in the way that this 
piece’s unearthed bass and drums, fuzzed-out and grainy as if half-forgo$en, recall some of the 
sadness of an old favorite song, it’s impossible to look at Henson’s pictures without some 
nostalgia for the agonies of adolescence.* Lux et Nox, Henson’s book of young bodies in dim, 
almost black, auroral tableaux, demonstrates all the unse$ling emotional and erotic directness 
of Frost’s work%the slow-dawning rock slither of “Stomp,” the next piece, is explicitly 
dedicated to the Lux et Nox series%as well as his use of negative space as a compositional 
tool.

Like Henson, also, Frost is a master of landscape.* He “creates space” acoustically and formally, 
but he is as well a creator of what can only be described as imaginary geographical spaces, 
through the breadth and depth of these pieces.* "eir scale is enormous, exploiting every 
extreme of pitch, volume and timbre over the course of nearly ten minutes each, recalling the 
unbounded enormity of the natural world.* "e changes in the music sometimes seem as 
gradual as changes in the weather%and sometimes as violent.

"is album is as dark as it is unafraid to punish its listeners, but for all the “machines” of the 
title, for all the cold restraints of form, this is a hot-blooded music%a human music%
hypnagogically raw.

II.*** Stomp

“"e Swans represented everything that was great about New York City in the 1980’s,” a friend 
said to me.* “But the weird thing was, whenever I went to hear them, it seemed like everybody 
I met in the audience was actually an émigré from fascist Spain.”



Let’s not guess how factual that account is.* But it probably tells you most of what you need to 
know about the Swans:* they were as pure, dirty, primitive, and cu$ing-edge as the old 
Downtown scene itself, and their abuse/bondage anthems were terrifyingly authentic.

Astute listeners may already have guessed something of Frost’s intense admiration for Swans 
leader Michael Gira from the title of the next piece (ahem, “We Love You Michael Gira”), or 
from the Swans-song sample that is buried, unearthed, and digitally obliterated (“Red Sheet”) 
twice over the course of this piece.* But Gira & co. are all over this record, in name, in fact, and 
in spirit.

"e record’s claustrophobically layered sound, at once huge and focused, certainly owes 
something to that legacy.* Frost’s willful misuse of musical equipment is also very Swans, and
%well%very punk, very rock ’n’ roll.* Most obviously, guitar is a primary instrument on 
"eory of Machines, usually emi$ing a scream or a crunch rather than a conventionally 
produced tone, and the title of “Stomp” perhaps suggests a standard piece of rock equipment, 
the “stomp pedal” with which a guitarist can trigger a distortion e!ect.* While Frost could also 
be de&ned as an “electronic musician”, with tools far more technologically sophisticated than 
the analog contraptions of the Swans era, he’s clearly bored with the sonic perfection that 
digital equipment can o!er, siding instead with the la$er-day Jimi Hendrixes who exploit for 
expressive purposes the thrillingly wrong and ugly noises of mistreated so#ware and samples.

Listeners “should contemplate turning the stereo down,” says Frost, “"ey should contemplate 
checking the connection%should my speakers sound like that?” Still, the execution of each 
piece is assured enough to make the experience bracing without being repellent.* In “Stomp” 
especially, something violent is being repressed, held in check at every moment, coming forth 
only in half-formed outbursts before disappearing.* When the music &nally capsizes 
completely, the gentle white-noise hush that follows is like a cleansing breath.

III.*** We Love You Michael Gira

A con)ict%perhaps the con)ict%central to this aesthetic is between the live, animal element 
and its technological surroundings.* As Frost explains his working process, so#ware designed 
to control and clarify live sound takes on a life of its own, seeding the voice of a musical 
instrument with its own idiosyncratic artifacts.

If scenario seems a li$le sci-&, maybe that’s not entirely a coincidence.* Frost con&des that a 
primary in)uence on these pieces was the score for Stanislaw Lem’s Solaris (Soderbergh, not 
Tarkovsky) by rock drummer-cum-&lm composer Cli! Martinez. Like Frost, Martinez’s score 
eschews conventional melodies and other such cinematics.* To depict musically the 
encounters of the human characters and their uncanny, futuristic environment, he instead 
toggles between warm orchestral chords and stranger, chillier, more electronically 
manipulated sounds.* In particular, the emotionally hollow interval of an open perfect &#h 
intrudes again and again%played by some metallic instrument, perhaps steel drums sounding 
insistently processed and delayed.

A similar pulse extends through this piece, as if to suggest the electronic pulses that permeate 
our everyday surroundings.* "at high-pitched beeping, what is that?* A fax machine?* A 
delivery van in reverse?* Or is it an EKG, translating the vital signs of a human being into a 
kind of terrible music?* ("e piece was triggered, Frost says, by a truck reversing, and being 
reminded of an Emergency Room.)* Whatever it is, it’s as inescapable here as technology 
itself.



Frost uses a sort of studio legerdemain to disguise the introduction of this sound and of 
assorted other musical events.* "e piece begins with a bass drone passed from ear to ear, 
followed by the entry of a distant, unidenti&able harmonic cloud, and &nally the Solaris-esque 
ticking and beeping.* Unless we’re paying especially close a$ention, by the time the ratcheting, 
scraping noise that pierces the stasis of the “EKG” section reveals itself to be a half-obliterated 
drumbeat, we’ve probably failed to notice that the pulse has already dropped an octave and 
taken on a far gentler, more comforting “piano” tone, on a bed of unmistakably live violins.

"e brutal rock Coda, a#er this careful balancing act, comes as a welcome catharsis.* As the 
title of “We Love You…” suggests, this piece o!ers the full-throated Swans homage that 
“Stomp” held in check:* Frost’s band- School of Emotional Engineering, pulls o! a full-scale 
climax with every instrument snarling and groaning and violently present.

IV.*** Forge$ing You Is Like Breathing Water

"e title comes from the song “Dynamite” by Stina Nordenstam, and it pre$y well 
encapsulates this piece’s sense of loss and resignation.* Musically, Frost might borrow the 
darkness of a Nordenstam song, or its delicacy, but in this piece at least, the resemblance ends 
there.* Unlike the formal balance of popular songwriting, with its alternation of verse, chorus, 
verse%or of most classical composition, with its discrete subsections%the structures of 
Frost’s music are gradual and continuous.* It might be said that a given piece of music “tells a 
story” or “makes a case”; Ben rejects narrative and argument in favor of ceremony.* His models 
are the music of composers like Arvo Pärt or Henryck Górecki, whose own inspiration is 
drawn from ancient modes of worship, and whose most famous compositions replace the 
traditional rhetoric or drama of musical form with something more like a litany.

What this means in practical terms is that the music develops according to simple procedures, 
unfolding slowly but in many layers.* "e minimalist harmonic movement of “Forge$ing 
You…,” a Jacob’s-ladder of slowly rising scale against scale, is coupled with a glacial 
progression from icy synths to naked, tremulous acoustic instruments.* "e throbbing 
interference between pure, glacial synths is gradually overtaken by bona &de chamber music, 
the acoustic suddenly intimate enough to reveal tremulous bowing and delicate vibrato.* "e 
“beat” dissolves too, those slowly ticking drums that seems to hold the music back as much as 
they propel it.

In the music of Pärt, whose stated intention is to gesture towards in&nity, the e!ect is o#en a 
distorted sense of time.* So it is here.* "is movement is the longest piece on the record, and 
would be incredibly long for a piece of rock music, but it manages to seem longer still without 
ever becoming dull.* It &nds a perspective outside of time%as if collapsing a lifetime into just 
eleven minutes, or expanding a single moment’s emotional awakening out to symphonic 
length.


